A REMARK ON THE THIRD COEFFICIENT OF MEROMORPHIC UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS
BY YOSHIHISA KUBOTA 1. Let G be a domain on the z-sphere containing the origin and let S(G) denote the family of functions f{z) regular and univalent in G with expansion at the origin Let D be a domain on the ^-sphere containing the point at infinity and let Σ'( ^) denote the family of functions f(z) meromorphic and univalent in D with expansion at the point at infinity
/(*)=*+£:&"*-».
The following problem was considered by Schaeffer and Spencer [5] . Let (S be the set of domains onto which E, the unit circle, is mapped by functions belonging to S(E). For each domain G belonging to ® we write a n (G)= supja n \ (n = 2,3, ).
Find the precise values r»=inf a n (G) (n = 2,3, )
Ge® and Γ n = sup a n {G) (n = 2,3, ).
Schaeffer and Spencer showed that γ n -a n {E) and that if the Bieberbach conjecture is true, then Γ n =4: n~1 . In this paper we consider a similar problem for meromorphic univalent functions. Let © be the set of domains onto which E, the exterior of the unit circle, is mapped by functions belonging to Σ'(£) For each domain D belonging to © we write Hence it follows that /^i i=2, -4 2 =4/3. Further we can prove by the same method as in [5] Since \b o \^2, this is impossible unless k=0. Hence we have
(3)
Now, setting w=e ι<p z 2 , 7]=e t<p ζ 2 and using (2), (3) we obtain the desired result.
We set = {s+zef(l-logO: 0<ί^l, -VΓ^ίM-ίcos^ί^s^VΪ^F-tcos" 1 *,
Proof. Set
Here we remark that * l-2pe w +p« π-
for 0<ρ<l. Further we have that Ψ(p,θ)-^e iθ as ρ^0, uniformly for O<|0|
<\,\<\θ\<π, and that Ψ(p,θ)-»e iθ -ι sin θ \og{(l-e i2θ )/2} =c(θ) as p-+l,
uniformly for 0< |0| <-5-,-ϊ-< |0|<τr. In the case^-<^<τr we have = log sin and so we have, setting £=sin#,
c(θ)= -VΪ^
Similarly in the other cases we have Since Φ'(x)=-x(e x +x-3)e~2 x , the maximum of Φ(x) occurs for the root τ of the equation e x +x-3=0, and
Hence we have the desired inequality. Finally we take
0,
where τ is the root of e x +x-3=0. Then the third coefficient of g°g~λ is equal to Φ(τ)=(l+e~T) 2 . Thus equality is possible.
